Dossier India aims to achieve market leadership in all sectors by differentiating itself
from its competitors and thus achieving higher levels of business and long-term
relationships. As with every other department within the company, this is true of the
installation team. Highly experienced and extremely qualified, they not only ensure
that the installation runs smoothly but also take the time to explain to the end-user
everything there is to know about the product. When this has been done, the
customer then signs to say that he has received training on every single product
installed.
Once more, this detailed methodology ensures that there are no surprises in store for the
company's customers; for Dossier India knows the value of long-term relationships and believes
that its approach is the correct one for all concerned.
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E-253A, St.07,East Vinod Nagar, Delhi-110092
Mob.: 9311586209 , 9911862029 , 8595364925 ,9013265617
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a display solution provider

Wall Unit Racks

Slat wall Display Unit
We offer exquisitely designed Display Racks that are used to display various
items in malls, stores, and other shopping areas. Our products display racks
include Vertical Display in which the items are displayed in a vertical manner.
Clients can avail our range in different colours , sizes, and dimensions. The
key features of our products are as follows: Can be customized, Facilitate
systematic display, High strength, Availability of space for labelling

Fruits & Vegetable Racks

Slat wall is the common store fixture of all retail. You can use slat wall for many
purposes to sell goods effectively. There are many sizes and finishes
available. We stock many colours and wood slat wall accessories.

Mezzanine Floors

We manufacture various kinds of fruit and vegetable racks for displaying
varied kinds of fruits and vegetables in vegetable shops and stores. These
have different shelves, and are designed to display every type of article
efficiently. They occupy less space while displaying many items. These are
availed by us in different shapes and sizes and are coated with powder finish
to make them long lasting.

Garment Racks

Mezzanine flooring can double your space without doubling your cost
Building a mezzanine floor allows you to double your workspace Minimal
disruptions to your business Each Mezzanine Floor is individually designed
Experienced Mezzanine design and builds team.
Advantages of installing a mezzanine floor:
Cost-efficient increased space, Fully demountable (relocated at a later date)
Fast construction, with minimum disruption, Seamless integration into existing
environment, Increase in storage space, Makes use of existing available
space, Lightweight, economic steel structure
Available in a choice of colours and finishes, even your own corporate colours if
desired.

Cantilever Racking System
We are involved in manufacturing a huge range of Garment Stands. These
stands are widely used in garment shops for displaying clothes properly. We
use high quality raw material like steel or rot iron, procured from reliable
vendors. These stands are capable to bear high load of number of clothes
with hangers. Our Garment Stands are available in various designs, shapes
and sizes to suit the exact need of the client. We also offer the facility of
customization of these Garment Stands as per the client’s requirements.

Hanging Display racks
Our Hanging Systems are manufactured using quality stainless steel,
annealed raw material, and micro porous chrome. Thus, the product is high
on strength and offers optimum resistance to corrosion. The provision of
hooks and holders facilitates the easy hanging of items like kitchenware easy.
Some of the key features of our product Hanging Systems are as follows:
1. High strength
2. Durable
3. Superior load bearing strength

Cash Counter

Our industrial cantilever racking systems are available in many Format and load
carrying capacities .Our design engineers can advise on optimal bay sizes, arm
length/spacing and load carrying capacities. We will produce detailed
warehouse layouts to achieve the optimum storage system.

Slotted angle Racks
We offer Slotted Angle Storage System which is ideal for the manual storage
of light loads and even relatively heavy ones. They are totally dismountable
and can be modified or expanded height and lengthwise. This system covers
all storage requirements ranging from totally planned requirements to the
most immediate.

Palletise Storage System
We offer our clients a gamut of Check Counters that is manufactured using
quality raw material and is powder coated. The stainless steel top and metal
body enhances the durability of the product. Some of the salient features of
our check counter are mentioned below:
1. Sturdy construction
2. Smooth edges
3. Fine polishing
4. Accurate dimensions
5. High strength

Offering heavy duty racks that are specially designed to fulfill the storage
requirements of various industries. It is available in various patterns and sizes
and can also be customized as per the given specification. These heavy duty
racks are robust and made by using heavy duty material to give an additional
strength.

